Abstract
Introduction
Question Answering System (QAS) is one of the hot spot in the field of artificial intelligence research, and it also occupies a very important position in the Text Retrieval Conference (TREC). At present, QAS research has made great progress in large-scale English text, but it still has much difficulty in Chinese text, and the most important problem is that there is no matured Chinese syntactic analysis theory to support it. Hence, the true sense of understanding the word still cannot be realized. Semantic tagging of Chinese question chunk has become a key technology of Chinese QAS research [1] .
Semantic tagging of the chunk (Chunk Parsing) is a bridge between lexical analysis and syntactic analysis. With the development of natural language processing, lexical analysis (segmentation, part of speech tagging etc) has much matured, but it still has some difficulties [2] [3] in realizing automatically syntactic analysis (Dependency relation tagging, basic sentence patterns analysis etc) according to current level of technology. Thus, chunk parsing has been the concern of researchers.
Abney proposes chunk parsing [4] , and the syntactic analysis is divided into three stages by introduced the conception of syntactic chunk:
(1) Chunk recognition. The chunker based on finite-state analyzing mechanism is used to recognize all chunks in the sentence.
(2) Analyzing chunk's structure. The components of the chunk are assigned with proper syntactic structure.
(3) Analyzing the relationship between chunks. The attacker is used to combine chunks into a complete syntactic structure tree. On the one hand, since the method can accurately position the function of the subproblems, thus it can independently choose different language models and search strategies to analyze them. On the other hand, the whole analysis efficiency can be greatly improved by bottom-up analyzing the relationship between chunks and top-down analyzing chunk's inside structure, consequently, the analysis difficulty can be reduced.
In Abney's chunk parsing model, there isn't any standard vocabulary with semantic features, and the document hasn't been marked with meaningful signs, so the words can only be extracted from the point of syntax, then a certain correlation calculation algorithm (such as Conditional Random Fields, Mutual Information etc) is used to assign a correlation value to the relationship between words, thus the semantic view of the question is generated [8] . This kind of semantic view cannot effectively express the semantics of questions, so it cannot effectively represent the question; therefore, the retrieval performance based on question is not satisfiable. To virtually reflect the semantics of question, the paper introduces standard vocabulary with semantic features(Namely HNC knowledge base) to express semantics. Then, with description logics reasoning mechanism, we get question semantic view and practical verify the validity of it.
Background

The Overview of Description Logics
Description Logics (DL) is a very important knowledge representation language in researching and developing artificial intelligence in the last 20 years, and it is actively being used in ontology or it can be used as the basis of ontology description language. DL is an object-based formalization of knowledge representation, and it can also be called as concept representation language or terminology logics. It is a decidable subset of first-order predicate logic with well-defined semantics and powerful expression ability.
DL-based knowledge representation system including one knowledge base and the reasoning services that it provides, and the knowledge base contains two parts: a "Tbox" and an "Abox". Tbox describes the terms in the application area, while Abox describes the instance assertions and relationship assertions of individuals. Reasoning services include the inference of inclusion relationship and instance relationship [5] .
DL use formal logic-based semantics, which is different from other knowledge representation mechanisms, such as: semantic network, frame and so on. DL has the following main features:
(1) Well-defined semantics and representation ability; (2) Logic-based reasoning ability; (3) Ensure the appropriate computational complexity and decidability; (4) Clear inference algorithms, for example: Tableau algorithm; (5) The strong support of existing tools, such as the highly optimized inference engine (FaCT, RACER, Jess etc). In order to better meet the needs of the semantic Web, W3C introduces Web Ontology Language(OWL). OWL is a kind of semantic Web ontology language which is lately standardized by W3C. Its basic theory is DL, and its syntax and semantics is integrated with DL's construction thought, OWL Lite and OWL DL especially, can be reduced to SHIF(D) and SHOIN(D) in polynomial time. DL inference engine(FaCT and RACER) has realized OWL Lite inference [6] . The table 1 shows some class-constructors and axioms that are supported by OWL. 
The reasoning mechanism of DL
The reasoning mechanism is based on KB(T,A) in DL ,and some definitions are listed as following: 
Reasoning tasks for Tbox
The main reasoning task for TBox is to check the satisfiability and subsumption of the concept. From the point of logic, satisfiability can check whether the definition of the concept C in Tbox is logical, namely whether there is a model I with respect to T, such that the concept C is not a empty set with the interpretation I, While subsumption checks whether the first concept always denotes a subset of the set denoted by the second one.
Let T be Tbox, and then we have following propositions: In this case, we write C≠D. The literature [6] further proves that: the reasoning on DL can be reduced to the check of subsumption or satisfiability. Therefore, in most cases, the check of subsumption and satisfiability is the core of DL's reasoning mechanism, and it can execute many reasoning tasks.
Reasoning tasks for Abox
The reasoning tasks for Abox are incarnated by satisfiability check of TBox. In KB(T,A) system, the usual form of proposition in ABox is concept assertions and relationship assertions, like C(a) and R(a ,b). Such knowledge assertions must meet the rules set in Tbox, otherwise, it may come to a illogical conclusion. If there is a definition of "Mother∩Father =  " in TBox T, namely, the concept of Mother and Father is disjoint, then if there is a assertion "Mother (李明)"and "Father (李明)"in ABox A， the system can draw following conclusion: the assertion is unsatifiable, and it can also infer that the knowledge representation is contradictory, then it formally define the consistency of KB (T,A) .
Definition 2: ABox A is consistent with TBox T, if there exists an interpretation I both of ABox A and of TBox T.
On the other hand, the most important reasoning task for Abox is instance test. Letα be a assertion of ABox A, if for arbitrary model of KB(T,A), α is satisfiable, then we say"A|=α". Take concept assertion for example, if the concept assertion is C(a)，the instance check is to test that whether the instance a and the concept C of KB(T,A) can satisfy a ∈ C I for arbitrary interpretation I in the knowledge base. Generally, the problem of"A|=C(a)" can be reduced to the consistency check of ABox A. And we have following relationship: ZHU Qian, CHENG Xian-yi Proposition 6:A|= C(a) if and only if A∪{  C( a)}is unsatisfiable. The satisfiability check of {  C(a)} is equivalent to the concept consistency check, namely:
Proposition 7：For arbitrary concept C，{C( x)} is satisfiable  C is consistent, here, x is arbitrary individual. All reasoning problem of KB(T,A) can be reduced to satisfiability check. Therefore, the research on satisfiability checking algorithm is the key to realizing DL's reasoning mechanism.
2.3.HNC theory
HNC is short for Hierarchical Network of Concepts. It is a theory proposed by Huang Zeng-yang of Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of Acoustics which is used in the field of natural language understanding according to Chinese characteristics [7] . To let computer master the knowledge of natural language more easily, the combination of letter and digit denote each concept in natural language spatial in HNC theory, thus construct the HNC symbols of concepts, and built up the expression system of the concepts. The expression system of the concepts can be generally summarized as follows: the concepts are divided into abstract concepts and specific concepts. Abstract concepts are expressed with five-tuple and semantic web, while specific concepts are approximately expressed with attaching and expanding method. According to Chinese characteristics, HNC advances the concept of chunk, and it points out that a sentence is composed of 4 kinds of main chunks and 7 kinds of auxiliary chunks.
The main chunk is the "essential" element of sentence's meaning, while auxiliary chunk is "dispensable". There are 4 kinds of main chunks: Eigen E, Actor A, Object B and Content C, yet the latter 3 can also be called general object chunk. At the same time, there are 7 kinds of auxiliary chunks: Means(Ms), Instrument(In), Way(Wy), Refer(Re), Condition(Cn), Premise(Pr) and Result(Rt). The dividing theory of these 4 main chunks in HNC is that: the meaning of one sentence has no more than two parts: the one is the subject, the other one is its performance. And the former means "what", while the latter means "its behavior". The chunk of Actor A and Object B are subjects, and the chunk of Content C and Eigen E are their behaviors. The subject can be divided into general one (Namely Object B) and special one (Namely Actor A). While behavior can also be divided into general one (Namely Eigen E) and special one (Namely Content C). One sentence is composed of at lest one object chunk and one behavior chunk. For exmple, in the sentence of"张三打了李四", "张三"is Actor A,"李四" is Object B, and "打"is Eigen E. While in the sentence of "我喜欢他的性格",both "我"and "他" are Object B, "喜欢"is Eigen E,"性格" is Content C. For every chunk, its component can be divided into the core part and the narrative part.
In HNC, chunk is the semantic unit of sentence, and it can be a word, a phrase or a sentence. Chunk is similar to phrase in traditional linguistics, but they are essentially different: first, from the point of their connotation, chunk is semantic, while phrase is syntax. Second, from the point of their representation, chunk can include or nest another one sentence or even several sentences, while phrase cannot. Furthermore, traditional phrase is being seen as the combination of words in most time, but not the direct constituent unit of sentence.
The chunk in the paper is the chunk of HNC, it is the direct constituent unit of sentence.
The semantic tagging model of question chunk based on Description Logics
Basic agreement
Let A and B be atomic concepts, C and D be complex concepts, R and S be atomic roles, a and b be individuals, then we can reduce the terminology knowledge base by extending concepts with OWL DL.
For example: ①For the concept definition AC  in TBox，if there is concept assertion a:A in ABox, then the assertion can be expanded to a：C, and the original assertion in ABox and the conceptual definition in TBox is deleted；②For the inclusion axiom AC in TBox , if there is concept assertion a:A in ABox, then concept assertion a：C can be added into ABox, and the inclusion axiom in TBox is deleted. After above processing is done, Tbox is empty, so that the knowledge base only contains Abox.
There are two kinds of assertions in DL's assertion knowledge base ABox : one is concept assertion，such as c(a)；the other one is role assertion，such as R(a,b). Therefore, we can conclude 3 kinds of objects in Abox: concept object C, role object R and individual object a. Concept object can depict the attribute of individual and the category that it belongs, while role object represent the relationship between one individual and others. Concept object and role object are together be called as terms in the paper and they reflect the common knowledge of the field, while individual object reflect the entity of the field.
The semantic tagging model of question chunk
The main function of the semantic tagging model of question chunk is to get domain knowledge, extract semantic information and generate HNC signs that can support semantic retrieval from the question which is submitted by users. Figure 1 shows the semantic tagging model of question chunk. (2) HNC Knowledge Base: its representation object is the concept that express a common word, and it is a commonsense knowledge base whose basic content is to discover the relationship between concepts, and the relationship between the attributes of concepts.
(3) Word segmentation and part of speech tagging is processed by the sharing segmentation program that provided by Harbin Institute of Technology Information Retrieval Laboratory.
(4) Mood Words Filtration: users are tending to use some mood words when they ask their questions. For example:"请问", "请问一下", "请您告诉我"etc. These mood words are no help of analyzing questions' semantics, so it must be filtered out.
(5) Representation Words Recognition: we must distinguish the representation of retrieval operation and the retrieval condition from the information content word. The former we call it representation word, while the latter is the real retrieval content that the object question manifested. We need to recognize the representation words, so that the information content can be highlighted.
(6) Interrogative Words Recognition: the purpose of it is to identify question type. Prevailing question answering system which is based on open domain has introduced many question classifying standards, most of the systems are classified with simple interrogative words or key words of domain knowledge. For example, the question is classified in the following way: who, what, where, why etc. Such method doesn't comprehensively and appropriately describe the information that the question refers, and it only expresses the expected type of the answer, take type-Who for example, its expected type of the answer is Person. Much semantic information is lost in the process of question treatment, so the system can't get information at semantic level, and thus lead to the low extract rate of the answer. While the question based on HNC have 11 kinds of question types: 4 kinds of main chunks: Eigen E, Actor A, Object B and Content C, and 7 kinds of auxiliary chunks: Means(Ms), Instrument(In),Way(Wy), Refer (Re),Condition(Cn),Premise(Pr) and Result(Rt).
(7) Chunk Perception: Being compared with text, question generally has less lexical information, so it need further analysis to get higher classifying accuracy. The content that the question refers vary greatly, but the type of question can be limited into a certain range. The interrogative word is the important indicator of question, furthermore, the collocation of the interrogative word, the place of interrogative word in the sentence, and the question type that the interrogative word decides are also very important information for question analysis. The Eigen E chunk that the question classification needs can be generated by analyzing dependency relationship between words and the relationship type.
(8) Target words Recognition: target word is the center word of the question (special chunk). In the paper, we identify the target word with dependency-based questions pattern matching strategy. The process can be carried out with three steps: first, the syntactic dependency tree is constructed with the results of HNC's syntactic dependency analysis, and its root node is the apperceived Eigen E chunk of the question and its child nodes are subordinate words, at the same time, the parsing sequence is generated; Second, the syntactic dependency tree and parsing sequence of the input question is compared with that of the same kind in the question template base, if the similarity meet a certain value, then the question is belong to this template, third, the template element type is assigned to question according to the template. The target word of question template is the core, and the lexical template element is assigned to words in questions according to the close dependence value between words, except for the target word. At last, we search the template base for the target word of the current question with the target word in the exampling sentence in the template base and template that it belongs.
(9)The analysis of logic structure between chunks We define 3 kinds of logic structures between chunks: series connected structure, star connected structure and hybrid connected structure. Series connected structure means the relationship between words is just the combination of coordinate relation, star connected structure means there is a describing center, and other composition is its modifier or a combination of modifier. Generally speaking, star connected structure is equivalent to modification-center structure, while hybrid connected structure is a hybrid of the former two structure (As we can see from figure 2).
Among these three kinds of logic structures, series connected structure and star connected structure are the basis of research, once their rules are found, the door of study on hybrid connected structure is open. Of course, we still need to construct some analysis rules that are aiming to hybrid connected structure for its complex composition. Note that, series connected structure concerns on the close correlation between the concepts, star connected structure concerns on the long-distance correlation between series connected concept, while hybrid connected structure must concern on both of these two questions, furthermore, it must distinguish the patter that it hybrid-connected. In our process of researching, we mainly use chunk's logical combination rule based on HNC concept categories, semantic correlation calculation method based on HNC concept symbols and some sentence-type knowledge. 标注，遇到逗号 are satiable, include, equivalent, disjoint is complete by the inference engine RACER. The knowledge base Abox that the inference engine needs is constructed by HNC. Now, the Chinese question answering system is still in primary stage, the corpus of Chinese questions is very few. The main source of our corpus is 1891 Chinese questions sentences tagged with categories by Harbin Institute of Technology Information Retrieval Laboratory, and some corpus that is collected on Internet. In the paper, the Chinese question corpus is composed of more than 200 Chinese question that has detailed syntactic annotated with whose type are all TIME(Namely retrieve the time).The testing corpus is 50 Chinese questions, and they all of TIME type.
The comparison experiment use Probabilistic Context-Free Model (PCFG) which is the first and most commonly used model of syntactic analysis, it is a extension of Context-Free Grammar (CFG), and PCFG is the combination of CFG's rule and probability. Table 2 shows the experiment results, we can see from it that the indicators of syntactic analysis based on the structure characteristics of questions are better than that of PCFG, but the improvement is not obvious, and the reasons lie in that: first, the size of corpus is very limited, it only cover few Chinese question pattern, second, word segmentation and POS tagging errors can also eventually lead to parsing errors. 
Conclusion
Current natural language processing technology-the accuracy of syntactic analysis and semantic analysis specifically-is difficult to support the actual running system, and the response time can not meet the need of real-time application. Comparatively speaking, the lexical level of processing is more practical. From the angle of language engineering, we appropriate introduce query analysis which is based on lexical level, namely it breakthrough the current literal retrieve method and the similarity computation based on the occurrences of the word form. And it is not confined to extending the retrieve content with hyponymy or synonym, which is used by traditional term extension method, but chunk parse is firstly done to user's query question, and then the retrieve chunk conditions at semantic level(HNC)is extracted, and the conversion from semantic to the actual lexical level (DL) is completed. Finally, the question semantic view can be found by matching the tagged question chunk with predefined various types of question semantic templates, so that it can truly understand users' demand. 
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